Instruction manual MSD cabinets typ 1222 and 1223
1. The cabinets can’t be moved or lifted after
they have been assembled together. If they
are moved or lifted after assembly, damage
might occur that can’t be repaired!!
2. The cabinet has to be tilted on the front side to
mount the adjustable legs at the front.
3. The adjustable feet at the front have to be
mounted first because of the higher weight on
the back of the cabinet.
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4. The nuts in front underneath the cabinet
have to be used for mounting the adjustable
legs
5. The nuts in the back are used for mounting
castors in case the cabinet has to be moved.
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Note:
Once the cabinets have been mounted together
the cabinets can’t be moved anymore even
though casters are assembled!! They first have
to be disconnected from each other.

6. Use the supplied bolts and rings for mounting
the adjustable legs.
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7. After the adjustable legs have been mounted on
the front of the cabinet, the cabinet has to be
carefully torn from the pallet untill the legs
reached the floor. Then remove the pallet.
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8. Mount the adjustable legs at the back after the
pallet has been removed.
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9. In case several employees are available the
cabinet can be hold in a tilted position. For safety reasens secure the tilted cabinet.
In case one person has to install the adjustable
legs for safety reasens the cabinet has to be
properly secured before mounting the
adjustable legs.
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10. The connection frame that joins the cabinets
together can be mounted.
11. In case cabinets are mounted on both sides of
the cabinet type 1222 we advise to mount the
connection frames on both sides of the 1222.
It is possible to mount them on the 1223 type
as well.
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12. The connection frames are equipt with
magnetic door sealings to hold them in place
after the frames have been placed in the opening of the cabinet.
13. The connection frame can be fastened with the
supplied bolts.
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14. After the connection frame has been mounted,
the cabinets have to be placed next to each
other so they can be leveled out. To level the
cabinets, its best to adjust the lenght of the legs
with a couple of centimeters.
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15. To check the level of the cabinets it is best to
use a measuring instrument to make sure
cabinets are leveled to approximately the same
hight. The final adjustment that has to be made
afterwards will be as little as possible
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16. The final adjustment can be carried out by
turning the adjustable legs to the right position.
Increasing or decreasing the hight.
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17. Cabinets can be connected together after been
levelled out to the same hight. This can be
checked with a spirit level.
Note:
18. The cabinets can’t be moved or lifted after
they have been assembled together. If they
are moved or lifted after assembly, damage
might occur that can’t be repaired!!
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19. Check with a level spirit if the cabinets have
been levelled out.
20. The cabinets are properly leveled out in case
that you can’t see any light shining through the
level and the connected cabinets.
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21. After a type 1223 cabinet has been connected
on the left side of the type 1222 cabinet a type
1223 cabinet can be mounted on the right side
of the type 1222 cabinet.
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22. The mounting is carried out in the same way as
previous described.
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23. After all cabinets have been connected a
final check has to be carried out if all cabinets
are levelled out.
It is possible that the assembly of the cabinets
is not airtight , because they are not levelled
out properly.
In that case the required rH level will not be
reached.
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24. The door contacts have to be connected with
the supplied cable(s) as shown in the picture.
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25. On both sides cables are mounted to connect
the door contacts. These cables supplied with
the cabinet create the connection between the
door contact of all cabinets.
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26. After the cables have been connected the plugs
can be pushed through the holes in the vertical
beams to protect them from being damaged.
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27. Note:
28. The cabinets can’t be moved or lifted after
they have been assembled together. If they
are moved or lifted after assembly, damage
might occur that can’t be repaired!!
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